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Background 
As part of the community consultation for the Teslin Official Community Plan (OCP) and Zoning Bylaw 

review 2019, the Village of Teslin created a community survey to learn about issues of importance to 

community members. This survey was available online and on paper from April 1-30, 2019. It was 

advertised in the Teslin Post, Deslin Neek, on posters throughout the community, and on the Village of 

Teslin website. Additionally, paper copies of the survey were available on the counters at major 

businesses and the local government offices, and some Council members went door-to-door to 

encourage participation.  

A draw prize was offered as an incentive for Teslin residents to participate. Each person who completed 

Question 9 on the survey, which asked for name and contact information, was entered to win. The draw 

took place at the Teslin Community Development Plan Community Dinner on April 30, 2019. The winner 

was Ellen Fournier. 

Survey response 
In total, 161 surveys were completed and submitted, representing 31% of the total population, and 36% 

of the total population aged 15+. This is an extremely high rate of response for this type of survey, and 

validates the assertions made by many people that there is a strong community feeling within Teslin. 

The survey consisted of 8 open-ended and multiple choice questions. Graphed responses to the multiple 

choice questions and Word Cloud responses to the open ended questions can be found in the pages that 

follow. Please note that many people did not answer the open ended questions. The reader will see 

“response” highlighted in the Word clouds, which shows (relative to the other responses) how 

frequently a “no response” answer was recorded. 

It is important to note that the community of Teslin is broader than the residents of the Village of Teslin. 

The population that is counted as being served by Teslin can be found in various settlements along the 

Alaska Highway stretching from Johnson’s Crossing in the west to Swift River in the east.  

However, the Village of Teslin has jurisdiction only over the area within the Village boundaries, although 

through various agreements, it provides services outside of its boundaries. 

Even within the Village boundaries, the Village’s jurisdiction is limited by other government authorities, 

including the Teslin Tlingit Council, the Yukon Territorial Government, and the Government of Canada.  

As part of the survey process, input was solicited from the entire Teslin population because all have an 

interest in what the Village of Teslin chooses to do. However, up to 40% of the Teslin population does 

not live within the Village of Teslin boundaries. This may influence the results of this survey. 

Analysis 

Question 1: What should be the top 3 priorities for the Village of Teslin? 
This question listed 15 functions of local governments, and asked Teslin residents to select those items 

that they thought the Village of Teslin should focus on.  
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The top four priorities for respondents were: 

1. Economic Development (34%) 

2. Business & Tourism Promotion (30%) 

3. Fire Smart (30%) 

4. Recreation (27%) 

Economic development, which can be seen to include business and tourism promotion of the 

community, is clearly top of mind for the survey respondents. However, issues which are also very high 

on the list of priorities include: 

 Fire (18%) and Firesmarting the community (30%); and 

 Infrastructure, with 32% of all responses relating to some aspect of infrastructure (water, roads, 

fire, street lighting, sewer, and infrastructure more generally). 

Heritage protection1 ranked 6th in terms of responses, which shows the importance of heritage and 

culture to the Teslin people. Given the Village of Teslin’s limited jurisdiction over heritage protection 

matters, however, the key take-away is that the Village, in its operations, should avoid interference or 

creating negative effects on aspects of heritage that are not within its control. This can best be done 

through the collaborative working relationship with the Teslin Tlingit Council. 

The issue of the school ranked 10th overall. Consultations about the proposed location of the new 

school, and its features, are anticipated to take place in the near future led by the TTC Lands 

Department. 

The issue of boundary expansion ranked 11th overall. Clearly this is a matter of some concern for those 

residents of Teslin who are aware of the connections between land development, taxation, and service 

provision. Most proposed development is outside of the Teslin Village boundaries. Therefore, no tax 

benefit accrues to the Village for this development, although there are servicing expectations, which can 

be addressed through servicing agreements. However, servicing agreements do not account for the cost 

of the expansion of infrastructure to meet these needs. Part of the reason that the proposed 

development is in areas outside of the Teslin Village boundaries is because the remaining developable 

land within the Village boundaries is very small. 

Question 2: What is working really well in Teslin? 
This open-ended question was not answered by multiple people. Thus, “no response” was the single 

largest response. Please disregard the word “response” in the Word Cloud for Q2. 

The largest category of real responses is related to the working relationship between the Village of 

Teslin and the Teslin Tlingit Council and community recognition of the effectiveness of this relationship.  

                                                           
1 In this context, “Heritage protection” could mean something as simple as protection of heritage buildings, trails, 
or other features on the land. It does not mean protection of the language or culture of the Teslin Tlingit people, 
which is the work of the Teslin Tlingit people through their clans and government structures. 
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Figure 1 Q2 Word Cloud as generated by SurveyMonkey.com 

Other aspects of Teslin services also received recognition from community members as working well: 

Biomass, water services, roads, recreation and other programming, and planning. 

Question 3: What is the #1 social issue in Teslin? 
This question listed a number of known social issues within Teslin and asked the community which they 

thought was the most important. 

The top four social issues were identified as follows: 

1. Affordable housing (40%) 

2. Other (21%) 

3. Need for a place for youth to socialize (10%) 

4. Community care facility (7%) 

The “other” category contained a mix of issues: 

 14 of 21 responses addressed substance abuse and other mental/physical health issues 

 7 of 21 responses addressed housing needs. Clarification re affordable housing needs included: 

o Need for affordable housing for seniors, 

o Need more rental housing stock, 

o Need for housing specific to people with special needs (at risk), and 

o Need for more housing in general. 

 In response to the need for a place for seniors or youth to socialize, a number of related issues 

emerged: 

o The need for a place for adults, who are not seniors or youth, to socialize, 

o The possibility of meeting the needs of seniors and youth in a single facility, 

o The lack of facility for people to socialize, especially in the winter. 

Question 4: What is the #1 environmental issue in Teslin? 
This question listed a number of known environmental issues within Teslin and asked the community 

which they thought was the most important. 

The top four environmental issues were identified as follows: 

1. Wildfire risk (43%) 
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2. Climate change (17%) 

3. Beautification (12%) 

4. Garbage disposal (11%) 

Although climate change and wildfire risk were listed as separate possible environmental concerns, one 

respondent linked the two issues together, i.e. climate change increases the risk of wildfire. This is an 

accurate linkage, although the implications of climate change in the north go beyond an increased risk of 

wildfire.  

In the “other” category (9%), 7 of 12 responses related to solid waste management. Solid waste 

management concerns seemed to include: 

 Derelict vehicles; 

 Aesthetics (“the dump is a dump”), which links to the issue of beautification; 

 Littering, which may also link to the issue of beautification; 

 Wildlife attraction, especially bears, through improper management of solid waste, and 

 Ethical concerns re creation of waste (packaging, disposable dinnerware, etc.). 

Two people mentioned wildlife concerns, with a specific mention of the salmon population. 

Question 5: What is the #1 top economic issue in Teslin? 
This question listed a number of known economic issues within Teslin and asked the community which 

they thought was the most important. 

The four priority economic issues were identified as follows: 

1. Not enough jobs (21%) 

2. Lack of labour force (17%) 

3. Other (12%) 

4. Lack of education or training (11%). 

Three of these relate to labour-force concerns, from various perspectives. From the perspective of the 

community, it may appear that there are not enough jobs to employ everybody who wants to work. 

From the perspective of employers, it may appear that there are not enough qualified workers to fill the 

jobs that are available. From another perspective, it may be that more education or training 

opportunities could help to fill the gap between lack of labour force and not enough jobs. 

The “other” category addressed a variety of issues: 

 15 responses total, addressing themes as diverse as food security, infrastructure, and the need 

for more commercial activity in the Village. 

 The largest sector of employment in Teslin is the various levels of government: Village, TTC, YTG, 

and federal. Concerns included: 

o Reliance on government for jobs and money 

o Government policy for hiring local 

o Need for more funding for schooling 

o Relative high rates of pay, in comparison with what the private sector can pay 
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 Government policy also allocates land for building of homes and schools, and invests in needed 

infrastructure. Suggestion is to enhance village self-sufficiency through enhancing generator 

capacity. 

 The cost of food is high, resulting in calls for doing more local food production in the 

community, to promote more food self-sufficiency and greater resilience. 

 Tourism is one aspect of possible economic development activity. Suggestions include the 

building of a Visitor’s Centre, and creating seasonal employment. 

 The need for more commercial activity within the Village is recognized by respondents. The TTC 

is proposing to open up the commercially zoned lands along the Highway, which may lead to 

more businesses opening up.  The suggestion to open a liquor store is likely to be controversial 

within the Village. 

Question 6: What is the next infrastructure issue in Teslin? 
This question identified that providing good water and effective sewer is the top priority infrastructure 

item for the Village of Teslin, and asked the community which they thought was the next most 

important, based on a list of known infrastructure issues. 

The top four infrastructure priorities (aside from water and wastewater management) were as follows: 

1. Fire protection (27%) 

2. Bridge (22%) 

3. Aging infrastructure (17%) 

4. Other (11%) 

Most of the responses in the “other” category were one-offs. However, there were a few issues that 

came up multiple times: 

 Wastewater management (5 responses): 

o Extend sewer line to Sawmill Road, and put sewer lines in place to replace existing tanks 

and for new development 

o High pricing for pump outs 

 Water (3 responses): 

o Pipe water to residences, existing and new 

o Water delivery pricing 

 Recreation (2 responses): 

o Desire for community hot tub, steam room, sauna, and pool 

 Chipsealing on Sawmill Road, and for the Airport runway (2 responses). Chipsealing the airport 

runway was identified as a community safety and economic development priority. 

Question 7: What policy or action would you like to see in the new OCP? 
This question was an open-ended response question. In total, 98 people (61%) responded to the 

question. As with Q2, please disregard the word “response” in the Word Cloud for Q7. The Word Cloud 

illustrates the most frequent words used in responses to this question, which include goals such as: 

 Jobs 

 Housing 

 Swimming pool 
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 Wildfire 

 Seniors 

 Plan 

 

Figure 2 Q7 Word Cloud as generated by SurveyMonkey.com 

For a full set of responses, please see Appendix 1 of this report. 

Question 8: Any further ideas to include in this OCP? 
This question was an open-ended response question. In total, 98 people (61%) responded to the 

question. As with Q2, please disregard the word “response” in the Word Cloud for Q8. The Word Cloud 

illustrates the most frequent words used in responses to this question, which include ideas such as: 

 Engaging and providing for youth 

 Addressing the need for a new bridge 

 Resolving the question of a swimming pool 

 Building trails 

 Maintaining roads 
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Figure 3 Q8 Word Cloud as generated by SurveyMonkey.com 

For a full set of responses, please see Appendix 2 of this report. 
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Appendix 1: Question 7 Response List 
 

Q7: What policy or action would you like to 
see in the new OCP? 
 

98 responses 

Swimming pool 

A serious look at how climate change will impact Teslin: wildfire, water, food security. 

Waste management system to prevent human wildlife conflict 

Fire Smart / Fire protection. 

I would like to see more Firesmart and someone to cut down trees threatening power lines. 

It would be great to create socializing (sober) activities for adults (sober dances, local bingo, etc.) 

Wildland fire protection policy. Emergency preparedness plan. 

Town beautification; esthetically welcoming 

Find ways to use renewable energy on TTC/YG land: wind turbines, water turbines, solar farms 

Community protection; animal care must be improved 

Water line to every house/no more water deliveries 

Something for adults/seniors to socialize 

Lots, too much to mention 
Installation of a marina that blocks the wind and is deep enough to launch a boat without having to 
back your vehicle in until the water comes into the cab. 

More jobs 

More local history 
More Tlingit Art, i.e. museum; would be nice to have on our electric poles flags featuring Tlingit 
designs ... clan symbols? eagle/wolf/crow/frog -- participant added illustration to the survey doc 

A local energy solution. 
Tourism should be a priority here. Teslin is a beautiful community and we should be showcasing all 
that we have. 

Swimming pool! 

More local logging for sawmill 

More recreation for youth, adults, elders. Complex to relax, talk, tell stories. Maybe more trails. 

Something for adults/seniors to socialize 
Too many old vehicles in peoples yards - eye sore across from Duncans'. Want more activities in our 
community ie. card games, horse shoe pits, baseball, etc. etc. 

Farmers/Artisan market for locals to sell products 

More recreational activities; more employment 

More jobs, local hire 

Local employment a must. Lease local equipment for jobs. 

Local hire; better back up protection for many power failures 
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Jobs, Swimming Pool, Beautification, Recreation 

Cell Service  Power Outages 

Bring jobs to Teslin 

A review after 5 years 

Sewer system 
Formalize review and updates to bylaws; direct boundary expansion; formalize a strategic plan to deal 
with wildfire risk 

Targeted intervention strategies. 

Clean up areas with old cars and machinery for a better appearance of our town site. 
Discussion and planning meetings held during evenings to allow for people who work 8-5 to attend 
and be included. 

VoT should consult with citizens and stakeholders before installing signs and speed bumps. 

Fix the ditches 
Being realistic in our expectation no need for more infrastructure we need to use what we have, i.e. 
curling rink, etc. 

More work and policy that work 

I would like to see the school started 

More money spent on improving the appearance of town (clean, presentable and well taken care of) 

Community spaces 
Better advertising of Council meetings only know about them after they've happened. Lots of options 
for Elders/seniors and accessibility for people who are ot in the senior/over a certain age be able to 
better access the services/housing. Think about the individual's disability needs; Not 
everything/person is of FN descent but still have same access to services provided to FN descent. 

Community fundraising (towards youth) 

Start doing some of the work that has been identified over the years. 

Senior facility so they aren't forced to leave their home & families to go to Whitehorse 

A transition house for single parents and abused. 

I would like to see a plan for better education in the elementary school and a plan for a high school. 

I would like to see a pool 
The promotion of tourism should be seen as a priority. Beautification of our Town should dovetail 
with tourism. 

Economic development; community promotion; business promotion 
Action plan that deals with risk of wildfire; what can be done around people's homes; info on 
evacuation process; include the village and surrounding areas (i.e. cottage lots) 

Action plan to clean up old vehicles around town 

More social places and events 

Long-term strategy for affordable housing & potential locations to plan for. 

Ensure new rules don't handcuff people or opportunities 

Deal with the swiming pool issue (l.o.l.) 

Labour force development; capacity development 

Unlicenced unregistered ATV use in Teslin for Teslin citizens 

Purchase Frank Saligo's place and develop it into lakefront recreation area 

Boundary expansion --either move on it or put it to rest. 

Small working groups to assist the Joint Working Councils 
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Safe community: lighting, disturbance enforcement (parties) 

Focus on the Emergency Measures Plan 
An action that promotes healthy and constructive relationships and consultation for community 
projects and events. Want to avoid "behind the scenes" negativity, slander, etc., and provide a public 
forum (or private) to challenge hearsay. 

Sorry, just moved back home and need to get more involved and familiar to answer this. 
A commitment of all governments within Teslin for expanding the biomass heating to more of our 
buildings and homes in Teslin 

Tourism development 

Have someone full time at Yukon housing/DMV 

Support for and engagement with regional land use planning 
Allow multiple dwellings in Sawmill subdivision. Decrease allowed lot size to accommodate multiple 
dwellings 

Allow multiple dwelling in country residential lots (decrease lot size) 

Better trails for outdoor exercise 

TTC game/trail wardens/enforcement  B&B's - so much potential 

For us all as a community to agree and get along 

We need a better youth center that can be used as a hub for other recreation. 
Focus on opening up more industrial & residential lots to provide locals and businesses a cheaper 
larger opportunity to grow 
No public dope smokers just like drinking bylaw. Kids are being exposed to dope. The next generation 
will have brains like rice in a pickle jar. 

Action or policy for dogs/animal owner to be more responsible; rent to own houses 
I would like to see it made possible for people to live in tiny homes, off grid, in the community (tiny 
home village) 

Less rules on building structures; less rules (red tape) 

No answer 

Clean up and remove old cars in downtown area 

Clean up all old cars and trucks 

partner with YTG to keep seniors who need some medical attention in the community  

Inclusiveness and less cultural segregation  

More focus on help for people with addictions. 
Teslin needs to focus more on tourism. A beautification programme, for example, would encourage 
travellers to stop ... and hopefully spend money in our community. 

Stop funding bible camp from government community funding 

A pool 

Increasing tourism in Teslin 
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Appendix 2: Question 8 Response List 
 

Q8: Any further ideas to include in this 
OCP? 
98 responses 

As a youth I am constantly seeing/hearing peers talk about the lack of job opportunities. Many leave 
the community to find jobs. Our town mainly highlights maintenance jobs. 
1. A double sided walk way across bridge; 2. A stand alone village power supply that's not on Atco 
grid. 
It might be time to think of more affordable senior's facilities with our aging population. Continue to 
improve and beautify community spaces. Gun range. Have some clean-up done in yards around 
community. 

More programming for fitness & nutrition. 

More places for seniors to gather for socializing. 
Building of emergency preparedness at the community level, i.e. what is in place and what can be 
done or added to better prepare the community. 
I would like to see a place for seniors to go and socialize. A program for youth and seniors like the 
buddy system. I think this would help the kids (18-25) stay off the streets and out of trouble. 

More of a push towards starting your own businesses. Entrepreneurship. 

Find ways to get people involved in work force. How to help people become employable. 

Training of citizens to fulfill the better jobs in the community. 

New bridge/ Fire Smart 

All of #1 is important, difficult to choose just one. 

Not at the moment. Would have to review what is planned and been discussed. 
I think Firesmarting is important. Remediation. Community slashing projects. Fire suppression. Trail 
development. Greenhouses. 

Integrating language and culture 
We need to remember our aging sewer system and the addition of water lines added to the trench 
when replacing. 
Stray dogs in the community need to be addressed. Access on the bridge to pedestrians. Fitness trails 
should also be a priority. 

Turning lanes from the bridge to Fox Creek subdivision. Bike lanes and trails. 

Turning lanes and bike trails from bridge to 10 mile. 

I would like to see a program for kids bicycle safety, also skidoos. 

We are in desperate need of a laundromat, with a coffee shop attached. 

What is important is our youth and future for them. 

All of #1 is important. Difficult to choose 

Better facility with swimming pool for everyone to exercise at. 

A walkway on the bridge; more recreation; more employment for locals; lack of employment 

Large swimming pool 

Need more recreational activities for youth under 30 years old. Something for them to do besides 
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drugs and alcohol. New swimming pool open year round. New apartment building for homeless 
people. 

Need more volunteers; more fire arm training 

Need water system - like Whitehorse 
More commercial property for sale; more communication between First Nations and non-First 
Nations, ex language classes; jobs and training for both; Reduce communication barriers, why build 
subdivisions one half for 1st Nations and the rest for White men or whoever. This is poor planning! 
(Sawmill Subdivision) 

Job security 
Transition home; women's children's safe home; seniors living facility; beach for water sport with life 
guard; healthy citizens; expand boundaries; shared meat freezer 

Better cooperation/coordination between VoT/TTC 

People are working hard. We need to keep up the momentum. 

Recreation could do more for families 
I think that you are doing an amazing job at identifying what we need. There will always be something 
of importance. 

Continue to work together for the betterment of "ALL" people in Teslin 
Teslin is experiencing the loss of young people to larger centres very quickly. There is a need to create 
employment that is meaningful and rewarding in order to have these young people stay in Teslin and 
raise families of their own. 

Speed bumps on Nisutlin Drive are a safety hazard and should not be reinstalled. 
Roads are too narrow and ditches are too deep, if a vehicle slides in the ditch from conditions in the 
winter, months does a lot of damage to vehicles. 

Keeping Teslin, Teslin. We do not need more development, no need to replace bridge. 
Should be looking at Firesmarting in the community. All the underbrush should be cut out in town . 
Swimming pool, year round. 

School 

Our new school. We need it badly for the hole community. 
*Outside investment in business to grow the town and effort to maintain infrastructure already in 
place. (Removing winter road gravel from ditches, etc.) *Cleaning up the town to improve 
appearances from the highway  *Broadening economic interests (spread the wealth) and expand 
services in town. 

Building a community that involves everyone. Being open and transparent in our governance. 
Rental housing will be an asset as most people want to be here to work but no place to stay. Expand 
sewer to reduce use of pump outs. Better hydro backup facility (solar) or incentive for solar power at 
private residences that can be put back into community grid. Better Emergency Measures planning 
(disaster like earthquake, etc.) Upgrade incentive for Bear proof (wildlife) garbage bins like a cost 
sharing program. Kiosk signs @ pullout of where things are. 
I think it's important that there's funding for the youth in the school's field trips to outside places such 
as Whitehorse, Atlin, Skagway, etc. 
Have more facilities to accommodate the need for youth/elders drop in centres. POOL. Need to 
establish a safe house. This is extremely important to get one up and running. Need to have some 
evening/weekend programs for 19 and over community members. 
1. Consider another type of energy power (when we have outages, generator isn't always reliable); 2. 
Possibly another place to eat its tiresome eating at only 2 places; 3. Car wash for locals & tourists; 4. 
Liquor store; tired of driving 2hours to go get it. 
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YG Housing: power outages and malfunction generators; converting YG housing for woodstoves or 
biomass; car wash for trucks that come through; YG liquor store; tire shop 

Elders facility/complex for assisted living and socialization combined with youth program facility. 
Seek other methods such as signage, crosswalks, sidewalks, etc. to slow traffic in areas, rather than 
the speed bumps which may present a traffic hazard as well. 

I think youth recreation and education is important. 

You should make a dirt bike track. 
Move the airport. Open the area up for residential lots. Make Teslin a place where tourists want to 
stop and spend the night. 
After hockey’s done, there is nothing for adults/children/young children to do. There needs 
something to do after hours, without scheduled programming. 

Thanks for the opportunity to express my concerns. 
Is this community ready to expand with bridge and all the other major projects occurring in this 
community? Also, there needs to be something for adults as well. 

Elder care and facility; youth centre for youth 15-25 
Important to keep the town looking presentable, clean up Rod (Dougs), Franks Repairs, Johnny 
Martychuck 

To keep Teslin clean! All around places with junk 

To clean up corer of Nisutlin Drive and Fox St. 

What happened to the swimming pool priority -- no where in the survey? 
Building use and activity plan for Rec Complex which would include more support for the rec 
programmer; consolidation of non-profit rec bodies to have a more coordinated approach to related 
recreation activities in community. 

More traditional teaching 

What has happened to the community square? 

Variety of prizes -- everyone has a power saw? (Mens prizes; women prizes; youth prizes) 

Expansion of infrastructure 

Mentorship and community recreation for the youth. Trades and/or occupational training 
Community plans are accepted by the community as a whole, but there are certain individuals who 
think a certain idea is a "waste of money" or a certain project was "mis-managed." We need to have a 
way to address these concerns. Sometimes the concerns may be valid and have to be looked at. Other 
times, individuals could be spreading mis-information or disinformation that is unfair to the overall 
community plan. Find a way to create healthy dialogue, challenge nay-sayers, and defend good 
community ideas. 

Recreation for youth and adults both; social engagement 

More planning regarding our youth in Teslin 
More recreational activities for adults (such as group cooking classes, arts & crafts: sewing, pottery); 
walking & bike trails; I really enjoy the Carcross Commons area and how locals can showcase their 
businesses. The idea of getting Teslin locals and Yukoners to sell their handmade products would 
bring in tourists and allow us to show off the town of Teslin and what we have to offer. 
I find people drive carelessly on small roads. A child or pet will get run over before people take action. 
I'm not in favour of regulating ATVs; however, I find people are also careless on these. Riding with no 
helmet, speeding, burning stops. I feel certain rules should still be enforced, and perhaps younger kids 
should not drive on the roads if they can't obey the laws. And: stop feeding wildlife! Please, place let 
people in the village know that a fed animal is likely a dead animal. A raven or fox is not a pet. They 
should know this. 
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Speed limits on Sawmill Road - excessive speeds are frequent; attractant management & bear 
deterrents on private property; developing bike/walking/cross-country ski trails; encouraging small 
business initiative; consider repurposing existing buildings for social hangouts; interpretation and 
signage on local history; the greenhouse has lots of potential for gardening courses, canning in the 
fall, community harvest ... 
Let's build trails people can bike and hike from around world. Its beautiful here and people love to 
learn about Indigenous tradition. Trails to Atlin and even to Juneau etc. Huts for shelter (Tlingit 
designs). Signage, etc. Could be a world draw like Carcross' Montana Mtn 
Jobs are important. However anybody that wants to work has a job. We need to focus on building our 
community to be the best and Teslin is already on the top. We truly need to work together. Share the 
pie amongst us all. Stay focused, communicate and make Teslin proud. 

An office for Kelsey that has a window :-) 
Need to be looking more into land and road development as well as better ditching to help save our 
roads. Worry about local economic growth, not new pools, bridges & schools. 
Need more street lights on the highway between Teslin and Fox Point subdivision especially in winter. 
Need "no parking" signs on the road for ambulance bay. People block the road out. Have no dog 
shitting signs along the beach where people get water. Have designated trails for people who take 
their dogs walking to have a shit and don't pick up their dog turds. There is more dogs wandering 
around, the town needs to pick them up to the dog pound. Too many foxes in town. Plus bears in 
summer. Not much said about land use plan, wetlands, safety stuff, equipment checks, earth quake, 
emergency stuff. 

Building new business for option and to lower the cost of expenses for food 
The housing situation is horrible. It should not be so difficult to have a small home on a Teslin lot. You 
can still regulate what the property looks like. (Messy, etc.) We should also be able to have small 
homestead with food animals etc. Chickens, rabbits, duck, pigs, etc. How about a prize of landscape 
work done by a local. 
Increase taxes on undeveloped lots in Teslin, especially commercial lots. Landowners that are using 
lift stations especially businesses should at least pay enough to cover the O&M of those lift stations 
(by bridge) 
Better advertising events that are happening in Teslin unless you work for VoT or TTC you don't find 
out till its over 

Swimming pool would be an asset 
As young people are educated and forced to leave the community for employment, more needs to be 
done to encourage start up businesses and support agencies so as to have a balanced and thriving 
community. 
New hires should get better training for Village positions. I also think all hires should get job training 
to stay current. 

Be friendlier to local small entrepreneurs.  

More housing 
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Appendix 3: Multiple Choice Survey Questions 
Appendix 3 was generated by SurveyMonkey.com based on the 161 survey responses that were input. 

Appendix 3 only provides information in response to the following questions: 

1. What should be the top 3 priorities for the Village of Teslin? 

3. What is the #1 social issue in Teslin? 

4. What is the #1 environmental issue in Teslin? 

5. What is the #1 top economic issue in Teslin? 

6. Providing good water and effective sewer is the top priority for the Village of Teslin. What is the next 

infrastructure issue in Teslin? 

 



20.50% 33

21.12% 34

19.88% 32

Q1 What should be the top 3 priorities for the Village of Teslin?
Answered: 161 Skipped: 0
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protection

Water
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Fire
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Street lighting
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10.56% 17

18.01% 29

29.81% 48

8.70% 14

29.81% 48

12.42% 20

27.33% 44

13.04% 21

34.16% 55

18.01% 29

16.15% 26

14.29% 23

Total Respondents: 161  
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40.37% 65

6.83% 11

6.21% 10

1.24% 2

3.11% 5

3.73% 6

2.48% 4

4.97% 8

9.94% 16

21.12% 34

Q3 What is the #1 social issue in Teslin?
Answered: 161 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 161
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facility
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Other (please
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17.39% 28

8.07% 13

11.80% 19

42.86% 69

10.56% 17

9.32% 15

Q4 What is the #1 environmental issue in Teslin?
Answered: 161 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 161
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10.56% 17

8.07% 13

10.56% 17

4.35% 7

17.39% 28

20.50% 33

11.18% 18

4.35% 7

1.24% 2

11.80% 19

Q5 What is the #1 top economic issue in Teslin?
Answered: 161 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 161
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Job creation
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6.21% 10

21.74% 35

10.56% 17

16.77% 27

26.71% 43

6.83% 11

11.18% 18

Q6 Providing good water and effective sewer is the top priority for the
Village of Teslin. What is the next infrastructure issue in Teslin?

Answered: 161 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 161
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